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Background: To identify computer extracted in vivo dynamic contrast enhanced (DCE) MRI markers associated with
quantitative histomorphometric (QH) characteristics of microvessels and Gleason scores (GS) in prostate cancer.
Methods: This study considered retrospective data from 23 biopsy confirmed prostate cancer patients who underwent
3 Tesla multiparametric MRI before radical prostatectomy (RP). Representative slices from RP specimens were stained
with vascular marker CD31. Tumor extent was mapped from RP sections onto DCE MRI using nonlinear registration
methods. Seventy-seven microvessel QH features and 18 DCE MRI kinetic features were extracted and evaluated for
their ability to distinguish low from intermediate and high GS. The effect of temporal sampling on kinetic features was
assessed and correlations between those robust to temporal resolution and microvessel features discriminative of GS
were examined.
Results: A total of 12 microvessel architectural features were discriminative of low and intermediate/high grade tumors
with area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC) > 0.7. These features were most highly correlated
with mean washout gradient (WG) (max rho 5 20.62). Independent analysis revealed WG to be moderately robust to
temporal resolution (intraclass correlation coefficient [ICC] 5 0.63) and WG variance, which was poorly correlated with
microvessel features, to be predictive of low grade tumors (AUC 5 0.77). Enhancement ratio was the most robust (ICC
5 0.96) and discriminative (AUC 5 0.78) kinetic feature but was moderately correlated with microvessel features (max
rho 5 20.52).
Conclusion: Computer extracted features of prostate DCE MRI appear to be correlated with microvessel architecture
and may be discriminative of low versus intermediate and high GS.
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Overdiagnosis and overtreatment of prostate cancer1,2

has led to the growing interest in adopting conserva-

tive disease management strategies such as active surveil-

lance.3 However, success of such strategies rely on the ability

to selectively recruit patients with low-risk tumors, where

low-risk refers to low likelihood of death on account of

prostate cancer.4 Although pathology is the clinical standard

for prostate cancer risk assessment, with Gleason scores and

microvessel density (MVD) being some of the most well

established surrogates of outcome,5–7 pathological criteria

for in vivo risk determination is significantly limited by

biopsy sampling errors.8,9

Multiparametric (MP) MRI has emerged as a promis-

ing modality for prostate cancer diagnosis given its high sen-

sitivity and specificity for detection of clinically significant

prostate cancer in vivo.5 Among the MP-MRI sequences,

dynamic contrast enhanced (DCE) MRI has shown promise

in its ability to assess tumor aggressiveness.10,11 Growing
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tumors comprising large number of leaky microvessels are

expected to show increased enhancement as well as faster

contrast uptake and washout as compared to indolent

tumors. Previous studies have shown associations between

various kinetic and pharmacokinetic features and Gleason

scores. Most recently, Vos et al.11 found statistics of wash-

in, washout rate as well as pharmacokinetic parameters,

Ktrans and Kep, to be significantly different in patients with

low and high Gleason scores. However, Gleason grade for

an average prostate cancer patient spans a narrow range

between 6 and 7, where scores � 6 are considered low risk,

scores of 7 are considered intermediate risk and scores > 7

are considered high risk.12 Provided that active surveillance

is recommended for low risk prostate cancer,13,14 it is neces-

sary to identify markers that distinguish low from both

intermediate and high risk tumors. In this work, we, there-

fore, consider a patient population with Gleason scores

between 6 and 8, the range where each increment in score

results in a change in risk categorization, and seek DCE

MRI markers capable of distinguishing low risk (Gleason

score � 6) from intermediate and high risk (Gleason score

> 6) prostate cancer within this population.

However, roughly 49% of the prostate cancer popula-

tion comprises of moderately differentiated, intermediate

grade tumors.15 which can have up to three-fold differences

in the risk of mortality.16 Therefore, Gleason score, and

consequently its MRI correlate, is likely to be insufficient in

determining candidates for active surveillance. Bostwick

et al.17 found that combining Gleason scores and preopera-

tive prostate specific antigen with microvessel density

improved their ability to predict extraprostatic extension, a

surrogate of outcome. In this work, we therefore addition-

ally explore correlations between quantitative DCE MRI

characteristics and microvessel attributes to identify in vivo

markers of prostate cancer risk.

Microvessel morphology.18 and microvessel density

(MVD) are known to be associated with prostate cancer

risk.5,6 MVD is pathologically determined as the number of

microvessels per unit area within hotspots, or regions of

high MVD within the tumor. Determination of the location

and size of these hotspots is subjective due to lack of stand-

ard, established criteria for identifying microvessel hot-

spots.19 As such, a recent attempt at identifying imaging

correlates of MVD to discover in vivo DCE MRI markers

of prostate cancer presence relied on computing MVD

within local neighborhood around each pixel.20 Tretiakova

et al.19 qualitatively demonstrated that differences in spatial

distribution of microvessels has contributed to the perceived

differences in MVD between tumor and benign tissues

despite the similarities in total microvessel counts in the two

tissue types. Measures of microvessel arrangement may

therefore serve as more direct and objective alternatives to

MVD. As depicted with representative image patches in

Figure 4, tumors assigned the same Gleason score may dis-

play different microvessel configurations. To capture such

differences, we attempt to model the spatial distribution of

microvessels using quantitative histomorphometry (QH),

which uses computerized image based feature analysis to

model the appearance of disease on digitized histopathol-

ogy.21,22 As previous work has shown that MVD is associ-

ated with Gleason grades.23 we individually assess each

microvessel QH feature in terms of its ability to predict low

versus intermediate and high Gleason grades to retain the

most informative microvessel QH features for subsequent

correlative analysis with in vivo DCE MRI.

The purpose of this study is to identify in vivo DCE

MRI markers of prostate cancer risk by examining the corre-

lations between kinetic features and pathological prognostic

markers, Gleason score and microvessel architecture. Figure

1 shows our radiology-pathology correlation framework

which uses image registration, segmentation, and feature

extraction methods to study associations between radiologic

and pathologic attributes within spatially aligned regions of

interest.

Materials and Methods

Dataset Description
This retrospective study was approved by the Institutional Review

Board, which waived informed consent. Subjects imaged by 3 Tesla

(T) DCE MRI and T2w MRI between 2009 and 2011, who sub-

sequently underwent radical prostatectomy at University of Penn-

sylvania were eligible for this study. A total of 54 subjects were

identified. Two cases where DCE MRI did not follow routine pro-

tocol were excluded, leaving 52 potential cases. Twenty-three of the

52 cases were selected and formed our study population (age range:

46–69 years; mean age: 59.3 years) to include a spectrum of cases

with different Gleason scores.

All MRI studies were performed on a 3 Tesla MRI scanner

(VerioVC , Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) using a dedicated endorec-

tal coil (MedradVC , Pittsburgh, PA). Axial T1 and T2w imaging

was performed with 3-mm slice thickness and 1-mm gap. Imaging

field of view (FOV) was 14 cm, and acquisition matrix size was

256 by 128–179. DCE MRI was performed with T1w VIBE

imaging at 3 mm slice thickness, with 24 cm FOV and 256 by

192 matrix. Temporal resolution varied based on the number of

prescribed slices (min: 8.13 s; max: 30.83 s). 5, 8, 2, 1, 3, and 4

cases had temporal resolutions between 8–12, 12–16, 16–20, 20–

24, 24–28, and 28–32 s, respectively. The effect of varying tempo-

ral resolutions on the extracted feature values was studied on the

five cases with the highest temporal resolution. Readers are referred

to the section Experimental Design for DCE MRI Kinetic Feature

Evaluation for details of the experiment. Twenty phases of imaging

were performed for most cases, with IV gadolinium injection, 0.07

mmol/kg MultihanceVC (Bracco Diagnostics, Monroe Township,

NJ) at a rate of 2 mL/s beginning 30 s after scan initiation.

The surgically resected prostate gland, after fixation in for-

malin, was sectioned in a plane perpendicular to the urethral axis

from apex to base into 3–4 mm slices. Each slice was then divided
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into 4 quadrants, stained with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) and

digitized by the AperioVR whole slide scanner at 203 magnification

and 0.5 lm/pixel resolution. For each case, two to three consecu-

tive slices (8 to 12 quadrants) containing representative regions of

tumor were selected for CD31 staining. Immunohistochemistry

(IHC) of formalin fixed paraffin embedded tissue was performed

on a Leica BondTM instrument using the Bond Polymer Refine

Detection System. Epitope retrieval was done for 10 min with

Enzyme 1 solution (Leica Microsystems; Buffalo Grove, IL). Anti-

bodies against CD31 (Dako M0823; Carpinteria, CA) were used

at 1:25 dilution. Tumor regions were annotated by pathologist

(N.S., 8.5 years of experience) on the digitized H&E as well as

CD31 stained slides using ImageScope (Aperio) software. The

pathologist determined Gleason grades for each considered slice,

which were then used to categorize each patient as having low (at

least one slice with 313 and remaining slices with primary grade

3), intermediate (at least one slice with 413 or all slices with

314), or high grade (at least one slice with 414) prostate cancer.

Based on this categorization, the data cohort consisted of 7 low, 11

intermediate, and 5 high grade prostate cancer patients.

Pseudo Whole-Mount Histology Reconstruction
and Co-registration With MRI
Prostate quadrants were stitched into pseudo whole-mount sections

using Histostitcher,24,25 an interactive program that assembles

digitized histologic fragments into a contiguous slice as shown in

Figure 2. At least three corresponding points between adjacent

quadrants were manually selected. Transformations required to

maximally align these points were then computed, applied, and

stored. The same transformations were then reapplied to binary

images of quadrant annotations to obtain prostate cancer masks for

pseudo whole-mount sections.

To map cancer annotations from reconstructed histologic

sections onto the MRI (Fig. 3), correspondences between T2w

MRI, H&E, and CD31 stained slices were identified by expert

radiologist and pathologist based on distances between slices and

major anatomical landmarks.26 Subsequently, CD31 stained sec-

tions were registered with corresponding T2w MRI slices using

thin plate splines (TPS), a landmark based registration method

that interpolates the transformation at each voxel such that it

(i) maximizes overlap between target and template landmarks,

establishing accurate spatial correspondences while (ii) minimizing

the bending energy to generate smooth transformations.27 Man-

ually selected landmarks were used to align prostate boundaries

and visible internal structures (such as urethra) between the moving

histology image and the target T2w MRI image. T2w MRI volume

was resampled and aligned with DCE MRI volume using BRAINS

resampling module in three-dimensional 3D Slicer.28 which allowed

for mapping of cancer extent from T2w MRI to DCE MRI.

Microvessel Segmentation and Feature Extraction
Vascular structures expressing CD31 within tumor regions were

segmented using Hierarchical Normalized Cuts (HNCut) as shown

in Figure 4.29 HNCut combines frequency weighted mean shift

(FWMS) and normalized cuts (NCut) in a hierarchical manner at

multiple resolutions to identify differently stained biomarker

regions corresponding to user selected color swatch.

To capture the overall MVD within the tumor, we compute

features using the following two definitions of densities: (1) ratio

of microvessel area to tumor area (MVDarea), (2) number of micro-

vessels per unit area of tumor (MVDnum). In addition, graph based

and nearest neighbor based QH features were computed. Graph

based features capture the overall architecture of the structures

of interest using graphical constructs while the nearest neighbor

FIGURE 1: Overview of the radiology-pathology correlation workflow for identifying in vivo DCE MRI markers of prostate cancer
risk. Ground truth cancer annotations are mapped from pseudo whole-mount histology sections onto in vivo MRI using image
registration methods. Kinetic features are extracted from tumor voxels and assessed in terms of their ability to distinguish low
from intermediate/high grade tumors and for robustness to temporal resolution. Microvessels are segmented from cancerous
regions on CD31 stained histology sections to extract quantitative histomorphometric features of microvessel arrangement. Select
microvessel features that are able to distinguish between low and intermediate/high grade disease are then correlated with
kinetic features found to be robust to temporal resolution.
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features seek to capture density in local neighborhoods. To extract

graph based features, centroids of segmented CD31 stained micro-

vessels were used as nodes which were connected using Delaunay,

Voronoi, and Minimum spanning tree graphs. A total of 24 statis-

tical features, listed in Table 1, were then extracted from these

graphical representations of microvessel distribution.30 In addition,

24 nearest neighbor (NN) features were extracted by computing

statistics of distance to NN around each microvessel and the num-

ber of microvessels within a given pixel radius. Another 24 statisti-

cal shape features of microvessel area, perimeter, orientation, length

of major and minor axes, and eccentricity were included in the

analysis, resulting in a total of 77 features.

Experimental Design for Microvessel
Feature Selection
Quadratic discriminant analysis (QDA) was applied using leave-

one-out cross validation strategy on the entire data cohort to

independently evaluate each feature in terms of its ability to dis-

tinguish between patients with low grade and intermediate/high

grade tumors. For each feature, a QDA classifier was constructed,

which enabled the identification of a quadratic surface that opti-

mally separates inputs from different classes. Area under the

receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC), accuracy, balanced

accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity, were computed to assess clas-

sification performance of each feature. Finally, features with an

FIGURE 2: Reconstruction of whole-mount prostate sections using HistoStitcher 24,25. Sectioned quadrants of surgical specimens
(a) are stitched into hemispheres (b), which are then combined to obtain pseudo whole-mount section (pWMHs) that is annotated
for cancer (red outline) (c).

FIGURE 3: Histology-MRI co-registration scheme used to map cancer annotations from CD31 stained pseudo whole-mount radical
prostatectomy section (a) onto its corresponding T2w (b) and DCE (c) MRI slices. d: Histology is first registered to T2w MRI, fol-
lowing which (e) the transformation needed to align T2 and DCE is learned and (f) re-applied to the T2-transformed histology sec-
tion to obtain histology-DCE MRI registration.
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AUC > 0.7 were retained for subsequent correlation analysis

with DCE MRI.

DCE MRI Feature Extraction
Mapping of cancer extent from histology to DCE MRI presents an

opportunity for interrogation of tumor contrast kinetics at per-voxel

level. Kinetic curves were computed at each voxel by averaging over a

3 3 3 neighborhood and the following kinetic features were com-

puted: maximum uptake (MU), time to peak (TTP), initial gradient

(IG), washout gradient (WG), enhancement (En), enhancement

ratio (EnR), initial area under the curve (IAUC) at 30, 60 s, and total

area under the curve. Maximum uptake was defined as the maximum

signal intensity and time to peak was defined as the time at maxi-

mum signal intensity. Initial enhancement was computed as the ini-

tial slope of the signal intensity versus time curve while enhancement

ratio was the ratio of initial enhancement and maximum uptake. To

obtain initial gradient and washout gradient as defined by Chen

et al.10 relative enhancement (RE) curves were obtained where RE(t)

5 (SI(t)post – SIpre)/SI(t)post 3 100. Initial gradient was computed as

the slope between 10% and 70% of maximum enhancement and the

washout gradient was computed as the slope at the last 60 s of the

RE curve. Initial gradient, washout gradient, and initial area under

the curve features were calculated by linearly interpolating RE

curves.

FIGURE 4: a,g: Microvessel (CD31) stained histology tumor patches from two tumors of same Gleason score. b,h: Microvessels are
segmented using HNCut 29. c,i: Ellipsoids enclosing the microvessels provide measurements of shape such as eccentricity, a mea-
sure of circularity, which is depicted by means of ellipsoid color (red 5 ellipse, blue 5 circle). Microvessel architectural features
are extracted from graphical representations of microvessel distribution: Voronoi diagram (d,j), Delaunay triangulation (e,k), and
minimum spanning tree (f,l).
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Experimental Design for DCE MRI Kinetic
Feature Evaluation
The effect of temporal resolution on kinetic features was studied

by evaluating the concordance between feature values extracted

from the original and temporally downsampled kinetic curves. For

this experiment, we considered a subset of the data comprising 5

cases with high temporal resolutions ranging between 8 and 12 s.

At each tumor voxel, three temporally downsampled kinetic curves

were generated by considering every second, third, and fourth time

frame which resulted in curves with temporal sampling of roughly

16, 24, and 32 s. These simulated curves spanned the range of res-

olutions found in our data cohort. Intraclass correlation coefficient

(ICC) was used to estimate the concordance of feature values

extracted from the original and downsampled kinetic curves.

In addition, each kinetic feature was evaluated in terms of its

ability to distinguish low from intermediate and high grade pros-

tate cancer using the entire data cohort. A QDA classifier was con-

structed independently for each feature statistic (Table 2) capturing

the distribution of feature values over all tumor voxels from each

patient. Classification was performed using leave-one-out cross vali-

dation strategy to account for the small sample size considered in

this work. The resulting AUC was then plotted against ICC to

identify kinetic features that are robust to temporal resolution and

are predictive of low grade prostate cancer.

Statistical Analysis
Spearman’s rank correlation test was used to assess strengths of

associations between select kinetic features (ICC > 0.5) and select

microvessel features (AUC > 0.7). The test seeks a general mono-

tonic trend without assuming linearity and is robust to outliers.

The resulting matrix of pairwise correlation coefficients was visual-

ized as a heatmap, which we term radiohistomorphometric map.

Statistical significance of each pairwise correlation was assessed

using false discovery rate (FDR) to account for multiple hypothesis

testing.31 All statistical analyses were performed in Matlab (Math-

works, Natick, MA).

Results

Microvessel Features Discriminative of Low From
Intermediate and High Grade Prostate Cancer
As shown in Table 2, QDA classification results revealed

15 microvessel features which were independently able to

TABLE 1. List of Extracted Prostate Cancer Microvessel and DCE MRI Features

Modality Type Features No. of features

CD31
stained
histology

Density Ratio of total microvessel and tumor area
across all tumor foci (total MVDarea),
maximum (max MVDarea) and standard
deviation of (std MVDarea) of the ratio of
microvessel and tumor area ;
Maximum (max MVDnum) and standard

deviation (std MVDnum) of the number
of microvessels per unit area

5

Shape Mean, median, standard deviation and
disorder of area, eccentricity, major axis
length, minor axis length, orientation and
perimeter

24

Architectural:
Voronoi diagram

Mean, standard deviation, minimum-
maximum ratio and disorder of polygon
area, perimeter and chord length

12

Architectural:
Delaunay triangulation

Mean, standard deviation, minimum-
maximum ratio and disorder of triangle
area and side length

8

Architectural: minimum
spanning tree (MST)

Mean, standard deviation, minimum-
maximum ratio and disorder of edge
length

4

Architectural: nearest
neighbors

Mean, standard deviation and disorder of
(a) distance to 3, 5 and 7 nearest neigh-
bors (NN) and (b) NN in 10, 20, 30, 40,
50 pixel radius (PR)

24

DCE MRI Per voxel SI kinetic
curve

Mean and variance of maximum uptake
(MU), time to peak (TTP), initial gradi-
ent (IG), washout gradient (WG),
enhancement (En), enhancement ratio
(EnR), initial area under the kinetic curve
at 30 and 60 seconds (IAUC 30, IAUC
60), total area under the curve (IAUC)

18
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distinguish low from intermediate/ high grade prostate can-

cer on a per-patient basis with an AUC > 0.7. This feature

subset comprised of 12 architectural features, 1 density mea-

sure based on total microvessel area (MVDarea), and 2 shape

features. Of the 12 architectural features, 4 were graph-

based features obtained from Delaunay and minimum span-

ning tree graphs and 8 were measures of local microvessel

density based on distance to nearest neighbors and number

of nearest neighbors within a given pixel radius around each

microvessel. According to the balanced accuracy measure,

disorder in the number of nearest neighbors in a 20-pixel

radius and mean Delaunay triangle area were the best per-

forming features with balanced accuracies of 0.79. By con-

trast, the density feature had a lower balanced accuracy of

0.64 whereas the two morphologic features, mean microves-

sel area and mean microvessel major axis length, had bal-

anced accuracies of 0.64 and 0.68, respectively. Taking into

consideration all the evaluation metrics, mean Delaunay tri-

angle area of microvessel architecture appears to be the best

performing feature with high AUC, accuracy, balanced accu-

racy, sensitivity, and specificity.

Stability and Discriminability of DCE MRI
Features for Prostate Cancer Risk Assessment
Figure 5 shows the trade-off between feature stability with

respect to temporal resolution and discriminability with

respect to Gleason scores for all kinetic features. Although

variance in initial area under the curve at 60 s (var IAUC

60) appears to be highly discriminative of Gleason scores

with an AUC > 0.9, it has low ICC indicating that the

feature is highly sensitive to temporal resolution. Mean

enhancement ratio, variance washout gradient and variance

initial gradient on the other hand have ICC > 0.6 and

are predictive of low grade prostate cancer with an AUC >

0.75.

TABLE 2. Microvessel Features Predictive of Low Versus Intermediate/High Grade Prostate Cancer With an AUC
> 0.7 as Evaluated by Leave-One-Out Cross Validation Using QDA Classifiera

No. Type Feature AUC ACC BACC SEN SPE MAX CORR
(FDR)

MAX CORR
FEATURE

1 Architectural Disorder in 20 PR 0.84 0.87 0.79 0.57 1.00 0.63 (0.06) Mean WG

2 Architectural Disorder in 30 PR 0.78 0.83 0.71 0.43 1.00 20.55 (0.02*) Mean IAUC 30

3 Architectural Mean Side Length
(Delaunay)

0.76 0.83 0.71 0.43 1.00 0.58 (0.03*) Mean WG

4 Architectural Mean Triangle Area
(Delaunay)

0.74 0.83 0.79 0.71 0.88 0.52 (0.02*) Mean WG

5 Shape Mean microvessel area 0.74 0.78 0.64 0.29 1.00 0.36 (0.04*) Mean WG

6 Density Total MVDarea 0.73 0.78 0.64 0.43 0.94 0.38 (0.03*) Var IG

7 Architectural Mean MST Edge Length 0.72 0.83 0.71 0.43 1.00 0.59 (0.03*) Mean WG

8 Architectural Mean distance to 5 NN 0.72 0.83 0.71 0.43 1.00 0.58 (0.02*) Mean WG

9 Architectural Mean distance to 7NN 0.72 0.83 0.71 0.43 1.00 0.58 (0.02*) Mean WG

10 Architectural Mean distance to 15 NN 0.72 0.83 0.71 0.43 1.00 0.57 (0.02*) Mean WG

11 Architectural Average NN in 30 PR 0.72 0.70 0.50 0.00 1.00 20.61 (0.03*) Mean WG

12 Architectural Average NN in 40 PR 0.71 0.74 0.73 0.71 0.75 20.62 (0.04*) Mean WG

13 Architectural Average NN in 50 PR 0.71 0.74 0.73 0.71 0.75 20.60 (0.03*) Mean WG

14 Architectural Std Side Length
(Delaunay)

0.71 0.83 0.71 0.43 1.00 0.58 (0.02*) Mean WG

15 Shape Mean microvessel
major axis length

0.71 0.78 0.68 0.43 0.94 0.40 (0.03*) Mean WG

aMicrovessel features with the highest balanced accuracies (BACC) are shown in bold. The table also lists maximally correlated DCE
MRI feature with their corresponding Spearman’s correlation coefficients and false discovery rates (FDR). Mean washout gradient
(WG) is maximally correlated with most microvessel features and is significantly (FDR < 0.05) correlated with mean Delaunay
triangle area of microvessel arrangement, one of the most predictive features with high sensitivity and specificity. Significant correla-
tions are denoted by (*).
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Radiohistomorphometric Maps Associate In Vivo
DCE MRI Features With Microvessel
Characteristics on CD31 Stained Ex Vivo
Pathology
Pairwise correlation between histology and MRI features

were examined on per-patient basis, wherein feature statistics

were computed within the tumor across all annotated slices

for each patient. Figure 6 shows the correlation heatmap of

pairwise associations between the 15 microvessel features

which were found to have an AUC > 0.7 in predicting low

grade tumor and 12 DCE MRI features which were found to

be robust to temporal resolution with an ICC > 0.5. As can

be seen in Table 2 and Figure 6, most of the architectural fea-

tures were maximally and significantly (FDR < 0.05) corre-

lated with mean washout gradient. In particular, mean

washout gradient was most highly and significantly correlated

with features capturing the average number of nearest neigh-

bors within specified pixel radius (PR) (max rho 5 20.62,

FDR 5 0.04), followed by minimum spanning tree feature

(max rho 5 0.59, FDR 5 0.03), mean distance to specified

NN features (max rho 5 0.58, FDR 5 0.02) and Delaunay

graph features (max rho 5 0.58, FDR 5 0.02). However,

kinetic features were poorly correlated with area based mea-

sure of microvessel density (max rho 5 0.38, FDR 5 0.03)

and shape features (max rho 5 0.40, FDR 5 0.03). Among

the kinetic features, variance in enhancement ratio, variance

in washout gradient and mean initial gradient appear to have

the weakest correlations with all microvessel features.

Discussion

Overdiagnosis and overtreatment of prostate cancer has con-

tributed to the emerging need for in vivo imaging markers of

prostate cancer risk. Identification of such markers may enable

selection of suitable candidates for active surveillance, where

patients are actively observed and only treated upon signs of

disease progression. In this study, we introduced a quantitative

image analysis framework for radiology-pathology conver-

gence that allowed us to identify promising DCE MRI

markers that were (i) correlated with a subset of quantitative

histomorphometric features of microvessels, (ii) discriminative

of low versus intermediate/high Gleason scores, and appeared

to be (iii) robust to temporal resolution. Challenges in extract-

ing and relating quantitative descriptors of tumor appearance

on radiology and pathology were addressed by using auto-

mated segmentation, quantitative histomorphometric feature

extraction, and image co-registration methods.

This study identified promising potential markers, ini-

tial enhancement ratio, and washout gradient, the latter of

which was previously shown to be discriminative of Gleason

scores.10,11 While previous work additionally showed associ-

ations between Gleason scores and pharmacokinetic features,

temporal resolutions of the studies in our data cohort lim-

ited us from considering these features as they are known to

be sensitive to temporal resolution.32 The datasets consid-

ered in previous work had temporal resolutions of 2 s10 and

3 s11 whereas the maximum resolution of the data consid-

ered in this study was 8 s. Thus, in addition to constraining

our analysis to kinetic features, we also attempted to study

feature robustness using temporally downsampled kinetic

curves to simulate those extracted at lower temporal resolu-

tions. However, the simulated curves do not take into

account changes in spatial resolution that accompany

changes in temporal sampling on imaging. As such, we

assumed that none of the other image characteristics are sig-

nificantly affected by changes in temporal resolution.

FIGURE 5: Scatter plot showing DCE MRI kinetic feature per-
formance (AUC) in distinguishing low from intermediate/high
grade tumors and feature robustness (ICC) to temporal resolu-
tion. An ideal marker is expected to be both robust to tempo-
ral resolution and discriminable with an ICC and AUC of 1. The
closest feature to the ideal (1,1) coordinate is mean enhance-
ment ratio (EnR) which has an ICC of 0.96 and AUC of 0.78.

FIGURE 6: Correlation heatmap showing Spearman’s correla-
tion coefficient (red 5 negative correlation, blue 5 positive
correlation) between each pair of microvessel (horizontal axis)
and DCE MRI features (vertical axis). The sizes and colors of
the squares are proportional to the correlation coefficient. Cor-
relations that are not statistically significant with false discov-
ery rate (FDR) � 0.05 are marked in gray with an x.
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The most commonly used clinical criteria for selection

of patients for active surveillance include only patients with

GS � 6.33 However, a long-term follow-up study.34 showed

that the 10 and 15 year prostate cancer specific survival rate

was 98% and 94%, respectively, for a data cohort that

included patients with both low risk (GS� 6) and favorable

intermediate risk (GS 314) cancer. Such findings suggest

that merely relying on GS may result in exclusion of

patients with intermediate GS who may benefit from active

surveillance. Thus, by considering correlates of additional

hallmarks associated with cancer such as tissue vascularity,

this work attempts to identify imaging markers that are

potentially better suited for active surveillance. One of the

major findings of this work was that DCE MRI kinetic fea-

tures strongly correlate with graph based architectural fea-

tures and measures of microvessel density within local

neighborhoods. Previous work studying correlations between

microvessel and DCE MRI parameters in the context of

prostate cancer have only considered pharmacokinetic fea-

tures20,35 using images acquired at temporal resolutions that

are not reflective of those acquired in clinical settings. Find-

ings of this study suggest that it may be possible to infer

characteristics of tissue vascularity with kinetic features com-

puted from DCE MRI acquired using standard clinical

protocol.

This study, however, also had limitations. First, we

considered a small data cohort obtained from a larger set of

patients who were eligible for this study. Time and budget

constraints associated with sectioning, staining, and annota-

tion of radical prostatectomy specimens limited the study to

only 23 patients. Second, there is no practical method for

assessing registration accuracy at per-voxel level. While

attempts were made to minimize errors in the x–y plane by

selecting anatomical landmarks visible on both histology

and MRI, identifying slice correspondences to ensure accu-

rate mapping in the z plane is a highly challenging task.

Furthermore, microvessel features for correlative analysis

were selected based on their ability to separate tumors of

different Gleason scores due to absence of outcome informa-

tion. Numerous studies have reported the limitations of

Gleason grading system, primarily due to its associated

inter-, and intra-observer variability.36 These limitations are

particularly pertinent to tumors with intermediate grades,

which form the largest group in this study’s data cohort.

In conclusion, this work presented a radiology-

pathology correlation framework that enabled identification

of promising in vivo DCE MRI markers of prostate cancer

risk. Future directions of this work include interrogating the

imaging markers identified in this study on a larger data

cohort to evaluate their ability to predict longer term disease

outcome. In addition, we would like to explore features

from other MP-MRI protocols such as T2w MRI and diffu-

sion weighted imaging (DWI) that may be informative of

tumor aggressiveness by the virtue of their correlation with

other histologic and immunohistochemical biomarkers of

prostate cancer risk.
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